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1. Introduction
Topological properties of the solution sets of differential inclusions have
been considered by many authors, both in the convex and in the noncon-
vex case ([2, 4, 810, 12, 13]).
In this Note we are concerned with the solution set Mext F of the Cauchy
problem
x* (t) # ext F(t, x(t)), x(a)=u0 , (1.1)
where ext F(t, x(t)) denotes the set of the extreme points of F(t, x(t)).
Suppose that F is a bounded multifunction with nonempty compact
convex values contained in Rm. If, in addition, F is Lipschitzean or, if F is
continuous and assumes values with nonempty interior, then the solution
set Mext F of (1.1) is simply connected [7]. In the present paper we
improve this result by showing that, under the same assumptions on F, the
solution set Mext F of (1.1) is actually contractible. Our approach is based
on the Baire category theorem. Further contributions, from a similar point
of view, can be found in [6].
2. Notations and Auxiliary Results
We denote by E an m-dimensional real Euclidean space with inner
product ( } , } ) and induced norm & } &. Let 2E denote the family of all non-
empty subsets of E. Define:
C(E)=[X # 2E | X is compact convex],
B(E)=[X # 2E | X is compact convex with nonempty interior].
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The spaces C(E), B(E) are equipped with the Hausdorff metric $. For any
X # 2E, ext X stands for the set of the extreme points of X.
In a metric space Z, an open, closed ball with center z # Z and radius
r>0 is denoted by BZ (z, r), B Z (z, r), respectively. For any bounded inter-
val J/R, |J| stands for the length of J.
Set T=[a, b] and X=B E(u0 , 2r), where u0 # E and r>0.
Let us consider a multifunction F: T_X  2E. About F, we make either
of the following assumptions:
Assumption (A).
(a1) F(t, x) # C(E), for every (t, x) # T_X,
(a2) $(F(t1 , x1), F(t2 , x2))L max[ |t1&t2| , &x1&x2&] , L0, for
every (t1 , x1), (t2 , x2) # T_X,
(a3) $(F(t,x), 0)M, M>0, for every (t,x) # T_X, where 0<|T|<rM.
Assumption (B).
(b1) F(t, x) # B(E), for every (t, x) # T_X,
(b2) F is continuous on T_X,
(b3) $(F(t,x), 0)M, M>0, for every (t,x) # T_X, where 0<|T|<rM.
Now, let us consider the Cauchy problems:
x* (t) # F(t, x(t)), x(a)=u0 (2.1)
and
x* (t) # ext F(t, x(t)), x(a)=u0 . (2.2)
By a solution of (2.1) (resp. (2.2)) we mean a Lipschitzean function
x( } ; a, u0): J  E defined on a nondegenerate interval J containing a, with
x(a; a, u0)=u0 , satisfying the differential inclusion (2.1) (resp. (2.2)) for
t # J a.e. A solution x( } ; a, u0) : T  E, defined on the whole interval T, is
denoted also by x( } ; u0) or x.
For F satisfying (A) or (B), set
MF=[x: T  E | x is a solution of (2.1)],
Mext F=[x: T  E | x is a solution of (2.2)],
LF=[ f : T_X  E | f is a Lipschitzean selection of F].
Proposition 2.1 [7]. Let F satisfy (A) or (B). Then, the space MF
endowed with the metric
e(x1 , x2)=sup
t # T
&x1(t)&x2(t)&, x1 , x2 # MF , (2.3)
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is nonempty and compact, hence complete. Moreover, the sets Mext F and LF
are nonempty.
Let e # E. For any x # E we set e(x)=(e, x).
Let [en]/E, &en&=1, be a sequence dense in the unit sphere of E. Let
F satisfy (A) or (B). Following [3, 5], define .F: T_X_E  [0,+[ by
.F (t, x, v)={ :
+
n=1
(en(v))2
2n
, if v # F(t, x),
+, if v # E"F(t, x).
Let A be the class of all continuous affine functions a: E  R. We associate
with .F the function .^F: T_X_E  [&,+[ given by
.^F (t, x, v)=inf[a(v) | a # A, a(z).F (t, x, z) for every z # F(t, x)].
Now, we define dF : T_E_E  [&,+[, the Choquet function
associated to F, by
dF (t, x, v)=.^F (t, x, v)&.F (t, x, v).
Some known properties of dF are collected in the following Proposition 2.2
(see [1, 5]).
Proposition 2.2. Let F satisfy (A) or (B). Then we have:
(i) For each (t, x) # T_X and v # F(t, x), we have 0
dF (t, x, v)M 2. Moreover, dF (t, x, 0)=0 if and only if v # ext F(t, x).
(ii) For each (t, x) # T_X the function v  dF (t, x, v) is strictly
concave on F(t, x) and concave on E.
(iii) The function dF is upper semicontinuous on T_X_E.
(iv) For each solution x: T  E of (2.1), the function t 
dF (t, x(t), x* (t)) is nonnegative, bounded and measurable on T.
(v) If [xn]/MF converges uniformly to x # MF then, for each inter-
val T$/T, we have
lim sup
n  +
|
T $
dF (t, xn (t), x* n (t)) dt|
T $
dF (t, x(t), x* (t)) dt.
Let Z be a metric space, and let X be a nonempty subspace of X. Put
4=[0, 1].
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Definition 2.1. A continuous map h( } , } ): X_4  X such that:
(i) h(x, 0)=x for every x # X,
(ii) there exists a point x0 # X such that h(x, 1)=x0 for every x # X,
is called a null homotopy of X. Moreover, x0 is called the base point of the
null homotopy h( } , } ).
Definition 2.2. A set X/Z is said contractible if there exists a null
homotopy h( } , } ): X_4  X of X.
Let F satisfy (A) or (B). Let f # LF . For each { # [a, b[ and u # B E(u0 , r),
we denote by y f( } ; {, u): [{, b]  E the solution of class C 1([{, b], E),
which exists and is unique, of the Cauchy problem
y* (t)= f (t, y(t)), y({)=u. (2.4)
Let x # MF . Following Yorke [14], for each * # 4 we set:
z fx, * (t)={x(t),y f (t; t* , x(t*)),
t # [a, t*],
t # [t* , b],
where t*=*a+(1&*)b. Clearly, z fx, * # MF .
Now, define h f ( } , } ): MF_4  MF by
h f (x, *)=z fx, * ( } ), (x, *) # MF_4. (2.5)
For each x # MF we have h f (x, 0)=x and h f (x, 1)=y f ( } ; a, u0). Further-
more, h f ( } , } ) is continuous, because of the continuous dependence of the
solutions of (2.4) upon the data. Thus, we have proved the following
Proposition 2.3. Let F satisfy (A) or (B). Then, for every f # LF , the
map h f ( } , } ): MF_4  MF given by (2.5) is a null homotopy of MF , with
base point y f ( } ; a, u0) # MF .
Definition 2.3. Under the assumptions of Proposition 2.3, the map
hf ( } , } ): MF_4  MF given by (2.5) is called a null homotopy of MF
induced by the selection f # LF .
3. The Baire Approach
In this Section we establish some auxiliary results in order to prove, by
an approach based on the Baire category, that the set Mext F is contractible.
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Let F satisfying (A) (resp. (B)). Set
N=[x: T  X | x is Lipschitzean with constant M],
where M is the constant occurring in (A) (resp. (B)). Clearly, MF/N.
Lemma 3.1 [7]. Let F satisfy (A) or (B). Let f # LF , and let %>0,
$>0. Then, there exists a g # LF such that:
|
T
dF (t, x(t), g(t, x(t))) dt<%, for every x # N, (3.1)
and
sup
t # T "|
t
a
[ f (s, x(s))&g(s, x(s))] ds"<$, for every x # N. (3.2)
Let X and Y be metric spaces, with Y bounded. We denote by C(X, Y)
the space of all continuous functions f: X  Y endowed with the metric d,
of the uniform convergence
d( f1 , f2)=sup[e( f1 (x), f2 (x)) | x # X], f1 , f2 # C(X, Y),
where e is the metric of Y. Clearly, the space C(X, Y) is complete, if Y is
so.
Suppose that F satisfies (A) or (B). By Proposition 2.1, the space MF is
nonempty and complete under the metric e given by (2.3). Define:
X=cl[h f ( } , } ): MF_4  MF | h f ( } , } ) is a null homotopy of MF
induced by an f # LF].
Here the closure is in the space C(MF_4, MF) endowed with the metric d
of uniform convergence. We equip X with the same metric d
d(h1( } , } ), h2( } , } ))=sup[e(h1(x, *), h2(x, *)) | (x, *) # M_4],
h1( } , } ), h2( } , } ) # X.
Proposition 3.1. Let F satisfy (A) or (B). Then X is a nonempty set,
complete under the metric d. Moreover, each map h( } , } ) # X is a null
homotopy of MF .
Proof. By Propositions 2.1 and 2.3, the set X is nonempty. Moreover X
is complete as closed subset of the complete metric space C(MF_4, MF).
Let h( } , } ) # X. Clearly, h( } , } ) is continuous. Furthermore, there exists a
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sequence [ fn]/LF such that, denoting h fn( } , } ): MF_4  MF the null
homotopy of MF induced by fn , we have
lim
n  +
h fn(x, *)=h(x, *), for each (x, *) # MF_4.
For every x # MF we have h(x, 0)=x, since h fn(x, 0)=x for each n # N. On
the other hand, let x0 # MF be the limit of the sequence [x fn]/MF , where
x fn is the base point of the null homotopy h fn( } , } ). Then, h(x, 1)=x0 for
every x # MF . Thus h( } , } ) is a null homotopy of MF , completing the proof.
Let t*=*a+(1&*)b, * # 4. For %>0, define:
X%={h( } , } ) # X } |
b
t*
dF \t, h(x, *)(t), ddt h(x, *)(t)+ dt<%,
for every (x, *) # MF_4= .
Theorem 3.1. Let F satisfy (A) or (B). Then, for each %>0, the set X%
is open in X.
Proof. It suffices to prove that the set X"X% is closed in X. Let
[hn ( } , } )]/X"X% be an arbitrary sequence converging to a map
h( } , } ) # X. Then, for each n # N there exists a point (*n , xn) # MF_4 such
that
|
b
t*n
dF (t, hn (xn , *n)(t),
d
dt
hn (xn , *n)(t)) dt%. (3.3)
As MF_4 is compact, passing to a subsequence (without change of nota-
tion), we can assume that the sequence [(xn , *n)] converges to a point
(x, *) # MF_4. We have:
e(hn (xn , *n), h(x, *))e(hn (xn , *n), h(xn , *n))+e(h(xn , *n), h(x, *))
d(hn ( } , } ), h( } , } ))+e(h(xn , *n), h(x, *)).
Since d(hn ( } , } ), h( } , } ))  0 and e(h(xn , *n), h(x, *))  0 as n  +, the
sequence [hn (xn , *n)]/MF converges uniformly to h(x, *) # MF .
For each n # N, we have
|
b
t*
dF \t, hn (xn , *n)(t), ddt h(xn , *n)(t)+ dt
=|
b
t*n
dF \t, hn (xn , *n)(t), ddt hn (xn , *n)(t)+ dt+=n ,
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where
=n=|
t*n
t*
dF \t, hn (xn , *n)(t) , ddt hn (xn , *n)(t)+ dt.
Hence, by virtue of (3.3),
|
b
t*
dF \t, hn (xn , *n)(t), ddt hn (xn , *n)(t)+ dt%+=n . (3.4)
Clearly, =n  0 as n  +. From (3.4), by virtue of Proposition 2.2(v), we
have
|
b
t*
dF \t, h(x, *)(t), ddt h(x, *)(t)+ dt
lim sup
n  +
|
b
t*
dF \t, hn (xn , *n)(t), ddt hn (xn , *n)(t)+ dt%,
which implies that h( } , } ) # X"X% . Thus X"X% is closed in X, completing
the proof.
Theorem 3.2. Let F satisfy (A) or (B). Then, for each %>0, the set X%
is dense in X.
Proof. Let h( } , } ) # X and =>0 be arbitrary. From the definition of X,
there exists an f # LF such that the null homotopy h f ( } , } ) # X, induced by
f, satisfies
d(h f ( } , } ), h( } , } ))<=. (3.5)
Claim. There exists a selection g # LF such that the null homotopy
hg( } , } ) # X, induced by g, satisfies:
|
b
t*
dF \t, hg(x, *)(t), ddt hg(x, *)(t)+ dt<%, for every (x, *) # MF_4,
(3.6)
and
d(hg( } , } ), h f( } , } ))<=. (3.7)
Suppose the Claim true. Then we have hg( } , } ) # X% , by virtue of (3.6),
and d(hg( } , } ), h( } , } ))<2=, by virtue of (3.5) and (3.7). Hence the set X%
is dense in X, and so the theorem is proved.
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Let us prove the Claim. To this end, fix $ such that
0<$<
=
2
e&kf (b&a), (3.8)
where kf is the Lipschitz constant of f.
By Lemma 3.1, there exists a g # LF such that:
|
T
dF (t, x(t), g(t, x(t))) dt<%, for every x # N, (3.9)
and
sup
t # T "|
t
a
[ f (s, x(s))&g(s, x(s))] ds"<$, for every x # N. (3.10)
We retain the notations of Section 2. For (x, *) # MF_4, we denote by
yg( } ; t* , x(t*)): T  E the solution of the Cauchy problem
y* (t)=g(t, y(t)), y(t*)=x(t*).
From the definition of a null homotopy hg( } , } ) of MF , induced by g, for
every (x, *) # MF_4 we have:
hg(x, *)={x(t),yg(t; t* , x(t*)),
t # [a, t*],
t # [t* , b].
(3.11)
We are going to show that hg( } , } ) satisfies (3.6) and (3.7).
Let us prove (3.6). Let (x, *) # MF_4 be arbitrary. Put, for convenience,
yg( } )=yg( } ; t* , x(t*)). It is easy to see that yg( } ) # N. Moreover, since
yg( } ) is solution of the differential inclusion x* (t) # F(t, x(t)), t # T, we have
dF (t, yg(t), y* g(t))0, t # T.
This and (3.11) imply that
|
b
t*
dF \t, hg(x, *)(t), ddt hg(x, *)(t)+ dt=|
b
t*
dF (t, y g(t), y* g(t)) dt
|
T
dF (t, y g(t), g(t, y g(t))) dt,
and thus, by (3.9),
|
b
t*
dF \t, hg(x, *)(t), ddt hg(x, *)(t)+ dt<%.
Hence (3.6) is satisfied.
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Let us prove (3.7). Let (x, *) # MF_4 be arbitrary. From the definition
of a null homotopy hg( } , } ), h f ( } , } ) of MF induced, respectively, by g, f,
we have:
h g(x, *)(t)&h f (x, *)(t)={0,yg(t; t* , x(t*))&y f (t; t* , x(t*)),
t # [a, t*],
t # [t* , b].
(3.12)
Put, for convenience, yg( } )=yg( } ; t* , x(t*)) and yf ( } )=y f ( } ; t* , x(t*)).
Clearly, yg( } ), y f ( } ) # N. Moreover, for each t # T, we have:
yg(t)&y f (t)
=x(t*)+|
t
t*
g(s, yg(s)) ds&x(t*)&|
t
t*
f (s, y f (s)) ds
=|
t
t*
[g(s, yg(s))& f (s, yg(s))] ds+|
t
t*
[ f (s, yg(s))& f (s, y f (s))] ds
=|
t
a
[g(s, yg(s))& f (s, yg(s))] ds&|
t*
a
[g(s, yg(s))& f (s, yg(s))] ds
+|
t
t*
[ f (s, yg(s))& f (s, y f (s))] ds.
Hence, for every t # T,
&yg(t)&y f (t)&2 sup
t # T "|
t
a
[g(s, yg(s))& f (s, yg(s))] ds"
+ } |
t
t*
kf &yg(s)&y f (s)& ds } .
Since yg ( } ) # N, by virtue of (3.10) it follows that
&yg(t)&y f (t)&<2$+|
t
t*
kf &yg(s)&y f (s)& ds, t # [t* , b],
and thus, by Gronwall’s inequality and (3.8),
&yg(t)&y f (t)&2$ekf (b&a)<=, t # [t* , b].
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This and (3.12) imply that
e(hg(x, *), h f (x, *))<=,
and so also (3.7) is satisfied. This completes the proof.
4. Main Result
By virtue of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we can prove now our main result,
that is, the following
Theorem 4.1. Let F satisfy (A) or (B). Then, the solution set Mext F of
(2.2) is contractible.
Proof. By Proposition 3.1, X is a nonempty complete metric space.
Moreover, by Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, for each n # N the set X%n , where
%n=1n, is open and dense in X. Hence, by the Baire category theorem, the
set
X0= ,
n # N
X%n
is dense in X and so, in particular, nonempty.
Let h( } , } ) # X0 . By Proposition 3.1, h( } , } ): MF_4  MF is a null
homotopy of MF . Define h0( } , } ): Mext F_4  MF by
h0(x, *)=h(x, *), (x, *) # Mext F_4. (4.1)
Clearly, h0( } , } ) is continuous on Mext F_4, and satisfies:
(i) h0(x, 0)=x, for every x # Mext F ,
(ii) h0(x, 1)=x0 for every x # Mext F ,
where x0 is the base point of h( } , } ). Let us prove that h0( } , } ) has range
contained in Mext F .
Let n # N be arbitrary. As h( } , } ) is in X%n , an open subset of X, for some
0<’n<1n we have
BX (h( } , } ), ’n)/X%n .
Hence, from the definition of X, there exists a selection gn # LF such that,
denoting hgn( } , } ) the null homotopy of MF induced by gn , we have
hgn( } , } ) # BX (h( } , } ), ’n).
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In this way, we can construct a sequence [hgn( } , } )]/X, where
hgn( } , } ) # X%n , such that
lim
n  +
d(hgn( } , } ), h( } , } ))=0. (4.2)
Let (x, *) # Mext F_4 be arbitrary. From the definition of hgn(x, *), we
have:
hgn(x, *)(t)={x(t),ygn(t; t* , x(t*)),
t # [a, t*],
t # [t* , b],
(4.3)
where ygn( } ; t* , x(t*)) denotes the solution of the Cauchy problem y* (t)=
gn (t, y(t)), y(t*)=x(t*). Combining (4.2) and (4.3) gives
h(x, *)(t)={x(t),y(t),
t # [a, t*]
t # [t* , b],
(4.4)
where y(t)=limn  + y
gn(t; t* , x(t*)), t # [t* , b].
Since x( } ) # Mext F , by virtue of Proposition 2.2(i) we have
dF (t, x(t), x* (t))=0, t # [a, t*] a.e. (4.5)
On the other hand, h( } , } ) # X%n for all n # N. From the definition of X%n and
(4.4), we have
|
b
t*
dF (t, y(t), y* (t)) dt<%n , n # N.
As the integrand is nonnegative, by letting n  + we obtain
|
b
t*
dF (t, y(t), y* (t)) dt=0,
and thus
dF (t, y(t), y* (t))=0, t # [t* , b] a.e. (4.6)
From (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6) it follows that
dF (t, h(x, *)(t),
d
dt
(x, *)(t))=0, t # T a.e.
Hence h(x, *) # Mext F , by virtue of Proposition 2.2(i). Thus, the map
h0( } , } ) given by (4.1) has range contained in Mext F , i.e.
h0( } , } ): Mext F_4  Mext F .
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Since, in addition, h0( } , } ) is continuous and satisfies (i) and (ii), it follows
that h0( } , } ) is a null homotopy of Mext F . Hence, the space Mext F is con-
tractible, completing the proof.
Remark 4.1. Let G: T_X  2E, where T and X are as in Section 2, be
a compact valued multifunction. Let F: T_X  2E be given by F(t, x)=
coG(t, x), where coG(t, x) denotes the closed convex hull of G(t, x). Then,
if F satisfies (A) or (B), the set MG of all solutions x: T  E of the Cauchy
problem
x* (t) # G(t, x(t)), x(a)=u0
is contractible.
Proof. Following the argument and keeping the notations of Theorem 4.1,
denote by h( } , } ): MF_4  MF a null homotopy of MF , with h( } , } ) # X0 .
Let h0( } , } ): MG_4  MF be given by
h0(x, *)=h(x, *), (x, *) # MG_4.
As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, one can show that this map takes values
in MG . Thus, h0( } , } ): MG_4  MG is a null homotopy of MG , and the set
MG is contractible.
Remark 4.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, the set Mext F is
path connected. Hence, for each t # T, also the set Aext F=[x(t) | x # Mext F]
is so.
Remark 4.3. Theorem 4.1 fails, in general, under the weaker assump-
tion that F is continuous, with values in C(E). This follows from an
example due to Pugh [11], concerning a single valued differential equation
whose solution set is not path connected and so, a fortiori, not contractible.
5. An Extension
In this Section we present an extension of Theorem 4.1.
Let F satisfy (A) or (B). Denote by U a nonempty compact contractible
subset of B E(u0 , r). For any u # U, consider the Cauchy problems:
x* (t) # F(t, x(t)), x(a)=u (5.1)
x* (t) # ext F(t, x(t)), x(a)=u. (5.2)
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Set:
MF, U=[x( } ; u): T  E | x( } ; u) is a solution of (5.1) for some u # U],
Mext F, U=[x( } ; u) : T  E | x( } ; u) is a solution of (5.2) for some u # U].
Proposition 5.1 [7]. Let F satisfy (A) or (B). Then the space MF, U
endowed with the metric given by (2.3) is nonempty and compact, hence
complete. Moreover, the set Mext F, U is nonempty.
Let k( } , } ): U_4  U be a null homotopy of U with base point v0 # U.
Let f # LF . As in Section 2, for each (x, *) # MF, U_[0, 12] we set
z fx, * (t)={x(t),y f (t; t* , x(t*)),
t # [a, t*],
t # [t* , b],
where t*=2*a+(1&2*)b.
Now, define h f ( } , } ): MF, U_4  MF, U by
h f (x, *)={z
f
x, * ( } ),
y f ( } ; a, k(x(a), 2*&1)),
* # [0, 12],
* # [12, 1].
(5.3)
For each x # MF, U we have h f (x, 0)=x and h f (x, 1)=y f ( } ; a, v0).
Moreover, h f ( } , } ) is continuous because of the continuous dependence of
the solutions of (2.4) upon the data. Thus we have:
Proposition 5.2. Let F satisfy (A) or (B). Let k( } , } ): U_4  U be a
null homotopy of U with base point v0 # U. Then, for every f # LF , the map
hf ( } , } ): MF, U_4  MF, U given by (5.3) is a null homotopy of MF, U , with
base point y f ( } ; a, v0) # MF, U .
Definition 5.1. Under the assumptions of Proposition 5.2, the map
hf ( } , } ): MF, U_4  MF, U given by (5.3) is called a null homotopy of
MF, U induced by the selection f # LF .
Define:
Y=[cl[h f ( } , } ): MF, U_4  MF, U | h f ( } , } ) is a null homotopy of MF, U
induced by an f # LF] ,
where the closure is in the space C(MF, U_4, MF, U) endowed with the
metric d of uniform convergence. We equip Y with the same metric d.
By using Propositions 5.1 and 5.2, one can prove the following
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Proposition 5.3. Let F satisfy (A) or (B). Then Y is a nonempty set,
complete under the metric d. Moreover, each map h( } , } ) # Y is a null
homotopy of MF, U .
For %>0, set:
Y%={h( } , } ) # Y } |
b
t(*)
dF \t, h(x, *)(t), ddt h(x, *)(t)+ dt<%,
for every (x, *) # MF, U_4= ,
where
t(*)={2*a+(1&2*)b,a,
* # [0, 12],
* # [12, 1].
The following Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 can be proved as Theorems 3.1 and
3.2, respectively.
Theorem 5.1. Let F satisfy (A) or (B). Then, for each %>0, the set Y%
is open in Y.
Theorem 5.2. Let F satisfy (A) or (B). Then, for each %>0, the set Y%
is dense in Y.
Theorem 5.3. Let F satisfy (A) or (B). Let U be a nonempty compact
and contractible subset of B E(u0 , r). Then, the solution set Mext F, U of (5.2)
is contractible.
Proof. By Proposition 5.3, Y is a nonempty complete metric space.
Moreover, by Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, for every n # N the set Y%n , %n=1n,
is open and dense in Y. Thus, by the Baire category theorem, the set
Y0= ,
n # N
Y%n
is nonempty. Let h( } , } ) # Y0 . Then, as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, one
can show that the map h0( } , } ): Mext F, U_4  Mext F, U given by h0(x, *)=
h(x, *) is a null homotopy of Mext F, U . Hence the set Mext F, U is con-
tractible, completing the proof.
Remark 5.1. Theorem 5.1 remains valid if in (A) the assumption that
F is bounded and Lipschitzean, made to simply the exposition, is replaced
by a Lipschitz condition of Carathe odory type. Similarly, the hypothesis
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(B) could be relaxed by supposing that F takes values in B(E) and satisfies
a Carathe odory type condition.
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